Evidence for uptake of 8-methoxypsoralen and 5-methoxypsoralen by cellular nuclei.
The fluorescent appearance of oral mucosa cells treated with 8-methoxypsoralen (8-MOP) and 5-methoxypsoralen (5-MOP) was observed by means of fluorescence microscopy. Fluorescence at the nuclei was weakened in 8-MOP-treated cells, while it was intensified in 5-MOP-treated cells. These findings were consistent with changes in the fluorescence intensities on association of the psoralen derivatives with DNA in aqueous solution. This intensity change of fluorescence and also the blue shift of the fluorescence maximum of the derivatives on association suggested that the environment around the psoralen molecules is as little polar as methanol. From the results of these fluorescence microscopic observations and spectroscopic analysis of fluorescence of derivatives interacting with DNA during equilibrium dialysis, we concluded that 8-MOP, as well as 5-MOP, is incorporated by nuclei of human cells.